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Innovative Investing To Take Center Stage at FreedomFest in South Dakota 

 

Rapid City, SD - Investors looking for alternatives in currency and investments are coming to Rapid 

City, South Dakota to hear from finance experts at FreedomFest, July 21-24. Industry leaders will update 

investors on the innovation of gold, currency, and mining. Value investing expert Rob Arnott, Kirk 

Chisholm of Innovative Wealth, and independent speculator Doug Casey will appear in several 

investment sessions. 

 

Thanks to technological innovation, gold can now be used to buy everyday items, such as a gallon of 

milk or a carton of eggs. Valaurum and Goldback will give presentations on gold-infused currency that 

can be used for these small purchases. Investors will also hear about traditional gold opportunities -- 

FreedomFest producer and economist Mark Skousen will interview top gold and mining gurus such as 

Jeff Phillips, Adrian Day, Van Simmons and Casey in his “Inside The Vault” session. 

 

Skousen will also interview Rob Arnott, whom The Wall Street Journal considers to be the godfather of 

smart beta. Skousen said, “Rob Arnott is a proponent for value investing, the most successful sector in 

2021. Right now it’s all about undervalued stocks with low price earnings ratios, rather than gross stocks 

and technology stocks, which have really struggled this year.” Additionally, the age-old question of long 

term investing versus short-term trading will finally be answered in the debate “Time or Timing: Which is 

Better, Long-term Investing or Short-term Trading?” between Skousen and Mike Turner, moderated by 

Rodolfo Milani. 

 

Investors interested in energy will get the chance to hear from three different energy companies. Gulf 

Western Energy finds and drills reserves of crude oil, while SGR Energy works to positively impact global 

emissions with their cost-effective, cleaner burning low-sulfur fuels. And Uranium Energy Corporation 

uses a completely different source of energy -- uranium -- for low-cost fuel and emission-free electricity. 

 

Taxes and estate planning will change dramatically in the Biden administration, and Dave Phillips of 

Estate Planning Specialists will recommend strategies for the new era in his session, “Disinherit the IRS 

– Estate & Tax Planning Strategies Under the Biden Administration.” 

 

About FreedomFest: 

 

Started in 2002 as FEE Fest, FreedomFest has evolved into the signature networking event for American 

innovators, entrepreneurs, business leaders, and investors. FreedomFest is produced by economist and 

author Mark Skousen, who is currently a Presidential Fellow at Chapman University and longtime editor 

of Forecasts & Strategies. Libertarian-themed Anthem Film Festival runs tandem with FreedomFest and 



has many films that focus on business. Director Jo Ann Skousen says, “Many of our films this year focus 

on corporate welfare and disruption to business from the pandemic lockdown.” 

 

### 

 

If you would like more information about this topic or are interested in covering the event, please contact 

Hayley Aragona at 855-850-3733 ext. 205 or email media@freedomfest.com. Additional information at 

www.freedomfest.com/media-kit. Special media rates are available. To register as an attendee, use 

code KITCO50 for $50 off the $499 regular rate. 
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